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Abstract

This paper adresses the transmission of VBR MPEG-2 video streams on top of both Network
Adaptation (NAL) and ATM Adaptation Layers (AAL) [1] for real-time multimedia applications.
The NAL, speci c to MPEG-2, provides a selective data protection mechanism based on syntactic
criteria. The AAL provides a reliable transmission by applying per-cell sequence numbering combined
with a selective Forward Error Correction (FEC) mechanism based on Burst Erasure codes. Studies
carried out with Constant Bit Rate (CBR) video streams showed improvements in terms of network
performance evaluated by the cell loss ratio (CLR) as well as in terms of user perceived quality
compared to the performance obtained with AAL5 under the same network conditions. This paper
proposes improvements at the NAL and presents the results obtained for the transmission of Variable
Bit Rate (VBR) video streams. To evalute the impact of cell losses at the application level, we
apply a perceptual quality measure to the decoded MPEG-2 sequences which allows us to evaluate
performance at the user level.

1 Introduction
For the past several years, a tremendous number of audiovisual services has been emerging (e.g. Video
on Demand (VOD), Interactive Distance Learning (IDL), home shopping, . .. ). Today, ATM technology,
ecient compression techniques and other developments in telecommunications make it possible to o er
such services. However, a lot of work remains to be done to optimize these services so that they can
be o ered at attractive prices (the user expects an adequate perceived quality at the lowest possible cost).
Source coding of audiovisual information (i.e. the MPEG-2 encoding scheme) naturally generates variable bit rate since the entropy of an audiovisual sequence may vary in time. ATM, the adopted solution
for BISDN, has the advantage of handling constant as well as variable bit rate communications. Thouhg
CBR connections are easier to manage than VBR ones, VBR connections may use the network bandwith
more eciently through statistical multiplexing. One of the major drawback with such statistically multiplexed connections is that the requested QoS is also statistically guaranteed. It has been shown that
cell and frame loss ratios might not be negligibles in such situations [2, 3].
This work studies the transmission of MPEG-2 VBR video streams on top of new Network Adaptation
and Multimedia ATM Adaptation Layers. These layers provide a reliable transmission over ATM under
cell loss. We study the performance of the new layers from the network perspective via the cell loss ratio
(CLR) and packet loss ratio (PLR) metrics. Since the mapping of data loss onto user perceived quality
heavily depends on the type and location of the lost information, we also evaluate performance with a
video quality metric. This metric has the advantage of giving results correlated with human perception [4].

2 Multimedia Application Requirements
2.1 Perceptual Impact of Data Loss

One of the main characteristic of multimedia data streams is that they are of a continuous nature.
Multimedia data embeds a temporal behaviour that naturally xes the delay bounds within which the
information has to be delivered. Beyond these bounds, the information is considered as lost because it
is meaningless to the application. In addition to being time-sensitive, the audiovisual information is also
loss sensitive because compression techniques such as MPEG-2 reduce the redundancy in the transmitted
data.
The reduction of quality due to data loss heavily depends on the type of the lost information. Losses
of syntactic data such as video headers and system information, a ect the quality di erently than losses
of semantic data such as raw video information. Furthermore, the location in the stream of the lost
semantic data has also an impact onto quality reduction due to the predictive structure of an MPEG-2
video stream. Figure 1 depicts how network losses map onto decoded visual information in di erent
MPEG-2 pictures. Data loss spreads within a single picture up to the next resynchronization point
(e.g. slice headers) mainly due to the use of variable length coding, run length coding and di erential
coding. This is referred to as spatial propagation. When loss occurs in a reference picture (intra-coded
or predictive frame) it will generally remain until the next intra-coded picture is received. This causes
the errors to propagate across several non intra-coded pictures which is known as temporal propagation
and is mainly due to inter-frame predictions.
The impact that the loss of syntactic data may have is in general more important and dicult to
recover than the loss of semantic information. Indeed, when a header is lost, the entire underlying information cannot be decoded even if received correctly and is then skipped. When this occurs to an intra
or predictive frame, it may heavily a ect the quality perceived by the user. Clearly, some headers are
more important than others because they are important syntactically as well as perceptually.
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Figure 1: Data Loss Propagation in a Typical MPEG-2 Decoded Sequence
Error concealment algorithms have already shown that it is possible to reduce the impact of data
loss on the visual information [5, 6]. These error concealment algorithms include, for example, spatial
interpolation, temporal interpolation and early resynchronization techniques. Early resynchronization
decoding techniques limit the spatial propagation of errors by decoding some semantic information that
is normally discarded from the damaged MPEG-2 video streams. In other words, it helps the decoder to
resynchronize before the next header. This method is based on the identi cation of allowed codewords
as proposed in [6] and, unfortunately, works only with intra-coded frames. These techniques are thus, by
far, not perfect. Data loss may still involve very annoying perturbation in the decoded video, especially

when entire frames are lost.

2.2 Multimedia Protocol Layers for ATM

As already stated in Sec. 2, multimedia applications are delay and loss sensitive. Therefore, they cannot
rely on retransmission mechanisms for error correction. The current speci cations to transmit MPEG-2
based applications do not make use of any transport protocol albeit they use AAL5. This means that in
case of cell loss no action could be taken to correct the error or even to inform the receiver that data loss
occurred. In addition, the packet discard mechanism of AAL5 ampli es this problem.
In order to meet the requirements of multimedia applications, some mechanisms need to be included in
the AAL. We proposed in [7] a Multimedia AAL (MAAL) mechanism that improves the cell loss detection
mechanism giving better results in terms of data loss seen by the application. Basically, we proposed to
increase the resolution of the cell loss detection to the cell level. To achieve this, we introduced a per-cell
sequence numbering. To make this possible, we use 47-byte cell payloads which frees an octet per ATM
cell to insert a Segmentation and Reassembly (SAR) header. The sequence number is contained in this
header (see Fig 2). The receiver uses these sequence numbers to detect the number and position of the
lost cells in a packet. This information can thus be passed to the upper layers that can take necessary
action to conceal data loss. The MAAL uses a dummy cell insertion mechanism, when cell losses are
detected.
If we consider the transport of MPEG-2 Transport Stream (TS) packets, the proposed mechanism has
several advantages: rst, it always gives an integer number of cells, since the length of the TS packets
is 188 bytes which gives exactly 4  47 byte payloads. Second, if dummy cell insertion is applied, it can
be used as an error message since sequences of more than 5 zero-octets are not allowed by the MPEG-2
standard [8]. So this mechanism can be exploited by the decoder as an error indicator.
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Figure 2: Multimedia AAL Segmentation Mechanism
To further improve the reliability of the AAL, a selective FEC mechanism has been proposed in [1].
It is based on burst erasure codes (RSE) [9] which take into account the speci cs of ATM to correct cell
losses only. RSE codes are simpler than standard Reed-Solomon Correcting codes because they rely on
the fact that the position and the size of the erasures is known. This is the case for ATM. The erasures
are limited to xed boundaries (cells). In addition the utilization of a cell sequence number gives the
position of the erasure. Since this mechanism does not rely on interleaving, it introduces low delay as
shown in Fig 3. The advantage of such a selective method is twofold: rst it reduces the overhead, and

second, it adapts to highly structured information such as compressed video.
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Figure 3: Delay introduced by the RSE based Forward Error Correction Mechanism
However, to achieve this selective FEC mechanism, a knowledge of the data to be transmitted is
necessary. Since AALs are generic, another layer has to be able to detect which information has to
be protected. This is the task of the proposed Network Adaptation Layer (NAL). It is an application
speci c layer since it has to identify information elements in the bitstream. In this work we develop a
NAL speci c for the transmission of MPEG-2 video streams. Its main functionalities are the following:
delivery of xed size PDUs (in the case of MPEG-2 it is straightforward) and detection of essential data
combined with the generation of FEC request messages. The latter functionality consists of detecting the
most relevant information for the decoder (i.e. syntactic data). Since this selection is based on the most
sensitive headers from their perceptual impact viewpoint, we call this mechanism Perceptual Syntactic
Information Protection (PSIP).
Since the number of FEC cells generated by the AAL may vary, a FEC Number Indication (FNI)
eld is also included in the SAR header. This eld is used by the receiver to know the number of FEC
cells appended to a given packet.

3 Performance Evaluation
3.1 Simulation Setup

3.1.1 Video Coding Setup

The trac under test (TUT) consists of a ski sequence of 1000 frames (720  576) encoded with a constant
quantizer scale, with an MPEG-2 software encoder, as interlaced video, with a structure of 12 images per
GOP and 2 B pictures between every reference picture, and a single slice per line (i.e. 45 macroblocs per
slice).
In our experiments, two di erent quantizer scales have been considered, 26 and 28 which both produce
a CATV quality, in such a way that 10% more bandwidth in average is required by the former. The saved
bandwidth will be used for data protection (PSIP). These two quantizers imply di erent perceptual video
encoding qualities (see Fig. 9).
Before being transmitted, the MPEG-2 bitstream is encapsulated into 18800-bytes length Packetized
Elementary Stream (PES) packets and divided into xed length Transport Stream (TS) packets by the
MPEG-2 system encoder.

3.1.2 Network Setup

The simulationsetup used for our experiments, depicted in Fig. 4, is composed of four multimediaworkstations and two ATM switches. Both switching stages are implemented as multiplexers with limited bu er
size. The multimedia workstations are connected as two point-to-point communications. One of the
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Figure 4: Simulation Setup
connections uses AAL5 to transmit the MPEG-2 bit stream while the other uses MAAL. To generate cell
losses in the multimedia stream, the multiplexing stages are loaded with background trac provided by
several On-O sources. This type of source model is widely used to simulate a multiplex of trac such as
the one that could be found at the entrance of an ATM switch. To guarantee the same CLRs to both cell
streams, the background trac is replicated and sent simultaneously to both multiplexing stages. The
TUT is then routed to the receiver end system where the data is reassembled prior to decoding.
Currently, there is no speci cation on how to transmit VBR video over ATM. Originally, AAL2 was
de ned by the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) as the adaptation layer for VBR timeconstrained communications. However, it has never been speci ed and recently this AAL has been devoted
to wireless communications. Therefore, today, the only speci cation describing the transmission of video
over ATM is the approved ATM Forum Video on Demand speci cation [10]. This document describes
the encapsulation of CBR encoded MPEG-2 TS packets into AAL5-SDUs (Service Data Units). This
scheme packetizes two single program transport streams (SPTS) packets regardless of their information
contents, being of audio, video or timing nature into a single AAL5-SDU. The AAL5 adds its 8 byte
trailer and the resulting AAL5-PDU is segmented into 8 ATM cells without any padding. Recently, the
ATM Forum has started the speci cation to carry VBR video over AAL5. We have adopted the same
encapsulation scheme for our experiments. Figure 5 depicts the current framework in white. The layers
in grey show how the proposed protocol layers seamlessly integrate into the protocol stack.
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Figure 5: ATM Forum and Proposed Frameworks for Transmission of MPEG-2 Video over ATM

3.1.3 Video Decoding and Quality Assessment Setups

When the MPEG-2 decoder detects data loss in semantic information, it tries to resynchronize as quick
as possible by applying early resynchronization algorithms presented in [5]. For not resynchronized areas,
it uses classical spatial and temporal concealment techniques.
When a frame has been lost because of the lack of a frame header, the previous decoded frame is then
considered instead. In general, when a system or video header is missing, the decoder tries to recover as
much video data as it can.
Several studies have shown that a correct estimation of subjective quality has to incorporate some
modeling of the Human Visual System [11]. The vision model described in [12] has been used to build
a computational quality metric for moving pictures which proved to behave consistently with human
judgements [4]. Basically, the metric, termed Moving Pictures Quality Metric (MPQM), rst decomposes
an original sequence and a distorted version of it into perceptual components. A channel-based distortion
measure is then computed accounting for contrast sensitivity and masking. Finally, the data is pooled
over the channels to compute the quality rating which is then scaled from 1 to 5 (the higher the value
the better the quality).
The quality estimation using the MPQM metric is performed on the whole sequence. The mean
quality value is then calculated. Further experiments will consider a more accurate quality metric in
order to gather the frame-based quality measures into a single value.

3.2 Simulation Results and Comparisons
3.2.1 Network Performance
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Figure 6: Power Spectral Density of the TuT Cell Loss Process Correlation
The utilization of an open-loop VBR encoder leads to a highly bursty trac pro le. It is therefore to
be expected that the cell loss process will also show some burtiness. However, it has been shonw in [13]
that the recovery eciency of FEC techniques is reduced when the cell loss process is correlated. We rst
study the behavior of the cell loss process for the VBR video stream. Fig. 6 depicts the power spectral
density (PSD) function of the sampled cell loss processes for both the global and the video streams. The
peak at the null frequency '(0) shows that a correlation at the cell level exists for both processes.
However, if we now compare the Packet Loss Ratio (PLR) observed for AAL5 and we plot it as a
function of the CLR (Fig 7), it turns out that the simulated gure follows very closely the theoretical
gure obtained by assuming a random loss process. In fact, if we assume independent and identically
distributed cell losses we can derive that the probability of losing a packet follows a binomial distribution
given that the loss of at least one and at most all the cells in a packet entails the loss of a packet. We can
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Figure 7: Cell Loss Ratio vs Packet Loss Ratio for Open Loop VBR Video Trac
conclude that from a packet scale the loss process behaves close to a random loss process. This suggests
that the correlation at the cell level is relatively short. This is especially true when the TuT uses a small
fraction of the link rate which is the case in our experiments. Indeed the correlation e ects will increase
if better video quality is required which implies the usage of a smaller quantization factor. Therefore, the
recovery eciency of the FEC mechanism would slightly su er from the burstiness of the VBR video.
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Figure 8: Cell Loss Ratios observed by both AALs
Figure 8 shows the CLRs measured at the receiver, which for AAL5 includes all the data lost due to
the packet discard mechanism.
The CLR measured for the MAAL is actually equal to the network CLR since there is no extra discard
of information. Comparatively, the CLRs achieved by AAL5 are 4 times higher. This is due to the packet
discard mechanism which clearly ampli es the CLR seen by the application. The size of the packets used
in the simulation is of 8 ATM cells. The fact that the CLR di erence between both AALs is not closer to
the packet size is due to the clustering e ect observed in the cell loss process which reduces the negative
impact of the packet discard mechanism. It is interesting to note that changing the size of the packets
to be transmitted does not a ect the performance of the MAAL. This is not the case for AAL5 whose
performance depends on the packet size.

As already explained in Sec. 2.1, one of the major diculties with video applications is the mapping
of data loss impact onto the quality perceived by the user. Indeed, network performance measurements
do not give enough information concerning the nal quality of the displayed video. Therefore in our
experiments, we evaluated the performance of the proposed protocol layers by means of a perceptual
quality metric applied to the received video streams. The results are discussed in the next section.

3.2.2 User Perceived QoS
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Figure 9 shows the perceptual quality assessment as a function of the CLR for the transmission of
MPEG-2 VBR streams over AAL5 and MAAL. Fig 9 (a) compares the quality of the same video stream
transmitted with both AALs. The MAAL shows a better behaviour under medium to high CLRs without
PSIP. Note that both the AAL5 and MAAL gures begin to diverge for a CLR value close to 10;5. This
is due to the better performance of MAAL. However, under very high CLRs both gures converge again.
This is due to the limited burstiness of the cell loss process which groups the losses and therefore reduces
the negative e ect that the AAL5 packet discard mechanism produces. However, the MAAL is still more
reliable without any extra overhead which still can be explained by the fact that the cell loss clustering
e ect due to the correlated trac is actually very limited which clearly penalizes the AAL5.
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Figure 9: Quality Rating vs Network CLR for VBR Video Transmission over AAL5 and MAAL
Fig 9 (b) depicts the results obtained for the transmission of both an unprotected video stream over
AAL5 and a PSIP protected one over MAAL. The gure which gives the best quality is the transmission
of the lowest video encoding quality stream with MAAL and PSIP. It is interesting to note that even if
the quality of the encoded ow is lower, the quality at the receiver is better for a CLR beyond 10;4. For
higher CLR values both gures diverge increasing the di erence in quality achieved by the MAAL. Even
if we have shown that the burstiness of the cell loss process is limited it is true that the FEC mechanism
is penalized under such conditions. Bearing in mind that the protection mechanism adds a single redundancy cell, con guration which is not optimized for such bursty loss processes, we can conclude that
further improvements on the PSIP mechanism could lead to better results. We can then conclude that a
tradeo may be found which optimizes the perceived quality (the bitrate) and the protection eciency
(the overhead).
The probability of observing such high CLRs in ATM networks due only to congestion is relatively
reduced. Nevertheless, our results show that under high CLRs the same or even better perceived quality
could be achieved with the combined NAL-MAAL layers. This leads to two possible utilizations: the rst
is the possibility of applying the proposed mechanisms to a wireless environment where such high CLRs
are expected to occur. The second one is related to the cost. If a network operator applies statistical
multiplexing the way the resources are allocated depends on the cell loss ratio an application tolerates.

Since the MAAL with the PSIP mechanism achieves the same perceptual quality for higher CLRs than
AAL5 it is possible to multiplex more connections per link thus obtaining a better network resource
utilization.

4 Conclusion
Based on recently proposed Network Adaptation and ATM Adaptation Layers, we studied the transmission of VBR encoded video over ATM under di erent network conditions. We have shown that the
utilization of a simple FEC mechanism not totally adapted to VBR trac, still improves the user perceived quality under fairly high cell loss ratios. Even if further investigations are necessary to better
tune the PSIP to bursty loss conditions, these results suggest that the proposed layers could be used in
wireless environments were such high CLRs are to be expected. Also, they introduce the possibility of
reducing costs of multimedia applications by applying aggressive statistical multiplexing strategies.
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